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INTRODUCTION
Programmable friction devices are getting a rising interest in both electronics and Human-Computer Interaction sciences, since they provide a new vocabulary for tactile elements, giving new opportunities for tactile interaction. They differ from other tactile interfaces, like vibrators or pin arrays, since they are passive interfaces, that is to say spatial exploration is required in order to feel the tactile signal. One advantage of programmable friction is that it is complementary to active interfaces [8]. Previous work on programmable friction focuses on enriching user experience when touching screens and objects [3], adding tactile feedback on GUIs [17], or enhance target acquisition in pointing tasks [7].

Research on tactile interfaces in general shows many examples of simulation of natural textures to increase immersion in virtual environments, mostly by reproducing vibration frequencies along with finger exploration on different materials [20, 14]. Several studies focused on designing tactile icons, based on the parameters of the tactile signal, such as vibrations [6] forces [18] or pin arrays [24]. These icons convey information as abstract messages by mapping each parameter of the signal to a piece of information. There is currently no equivalent of tactile icons with programmable friction.

Implementation constraints make it difficult to reproduce the richness of sensations offered by physical objects. Their precision is limited by the input system accuracy, and the effect is applied on the whole interactive touch surface. Therefore, contrary to physical objects, programmable friction devices cannot provide different sensations to each finger. While this is certainly a strong limitation for simulations of natural textures, we wonder if it impacts the way people perceive programmable friction-based tactile icons.

To study this question we begin with a definition of tactile textures, before detailing a user study about the perception of tactile textures. In this study we compare the way participants interpret textures, depending if they perceive it through a programmable friction device (STIMTAC [11]) or paper cards coated with sticky patterns.

RELATED WORK
The sense of touch makes it possible to feel various kinds of physical properties, such as weight, temperature, global or exact shape or texture [15]. Each property stimulates a particular kind of sensory receptor, which is better stimulated with particular movements and postures. Each kind of exploratory motion allows perceiving some of these properties. For example the weight of an object is better felt when holding it in the hand, temperature is easier felt through static contact. Textures are mostly felt with lateral

ABSTRACT
Recent advances on programmable friction technologies make it possible to change the friction perception of an interactive surface such as a touchpad or a touchscreen. However, regardless of the technology used, these effects cannot reproduce the fine grain sensation of physical surfaces. Moreover the effect is applied to the whole surface, so each finger exploring the surface feels the same sensation. Little is known about the impact of these limitations on the perception of patterns rendered on these devices. We present a study which compares the perception of tactile textures with a programmable friction device (squeeze film effect) and with a physical support (printed coated paper cards). We show that despite the limitations of programmable friction, participants interpret textures in a similar way. Differences occur at the limit of the input resolution.
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RÉSUMÉ
Les avancées récentes sur les technologies de frottement programmable permettent d’altérer la perception de friction d’une surface interactive, telle qu’un touchpad ou un écran tactile. Cependant, que soit la technologie utilisée, ces effets ne permettent pas de reproduire les détails des surfaces physiques. De plus les effets sont appliqués à la surface entière, ce qui fait que tous les doigts touchant la surface reçoivent la même stimulation. Il y a actuellement peu d’études sur l’effet de ces limitations sur la perception de motifs représentés sur ces dispositifs. Nous présentons une étude qui compare la perception des textures tactiles avec un dispositif à frottement programmable (à effet squeeze film) et avec un support physique (cartes en papier imprimées). Nous montrons que malgré les limitations du frottement programmable, les participants interprètent les textures de manière similaire. Les différences apparaissent à la limite de la résolution d’entrée.
motion. While haptic exploration is a combination of many types of sensations, in the current study we will focus on friction.

There is currently no agreement on the definition of texture. Each field uses its own definition, that emphasizes the aspects they are interested in. The definition of a texture for paintings is different from its definition for material science or computer visualization. However they all have in common the multi-scale aspect, either for sound [9] or taste [32]. Studies also reveal this aspect for tactile textures [10].

In this paper, a tactile pattern refers to a spatial or temporal sequence of shapes distinguishable from a background, periodic or not (Figure 1). A texture combines several patterns on several dimensions or at different scales. Therefore textures have different levels of details.

![Figure 1: Example of patterns with increasing complexity, in one dimension: signal, step, shape, field, gradient.](image)

**Texture perception**

The perception of tactile textures requires exploring the surface, mostly with a lateral motion [15]. It combines tactile perception and proprioception, through haptic or tactile-kinesthetic perception [21]. The human haptic system is well adapted for texture perception [16]. Extensive research on tactile perceptual dimensions of textures focused on physical materials [11, 23]. These studies revealed that granularity is an essential parameter for texture differentiation. This exhibits the multi-scale nature of textures. Most of the literature on texture perception focuses on material roughness [13], that is to say the micro-structure of the material. Studying the global perception of a texture implies considering both micro-structures and global variations in density or orientation of local elements. While the perception of touch involves both sensation of forces and tactile sensations, we focus on tactile sensations in this study.

The spatial combination of different patterns helps to distinguish parameters values. For instance it is possible to distinguish patterns that differ in orientation [12]. Density gradients consist in repeating the same pattern with a continuous progression of density. Studies show that density gradients of dots successfully represent positions and distances [30], and organizing gradients from low to high density increases pointing performance compared to high to low density ordering [26].

The temporal combination of tactile patterns has a great potential for conveying information. Although programmable friction devices allow displaying rhythmical patterns independent from exploration, we choose here not to focus on temporal parameters, but only on spatial ones. Related work on texture perception shows that important parameters for texture perception are thinness, orientation, friction variation and density variation of patterns [26]. Tactile shapes also need to be taken into consideration, considering the efficiency of Braille reading and tactile geometry for blind people.

**Encoding information with tactile cues**

Beyond the perception aspect, we are interested in interaction techniques that map information to tactile textures. Icons are common examples of representation of information with various modalities. Bernsen [4] describes the icon as a media with four properties: 1) static or dynamic; 2) linguistic or not, divided in lexical, syntactic and semantic aspects; 3) analogical or not, corresponding to the likeness between representation and represented; 4) arbitrary or not, that is to say based on a preexisting semantic system.

The first focus when designing icons is to identify the lexical and syntactic aspects, since they describe the vocabulary of stimulations, and the way they are combined. This work requires knowledge about distinction and identification thresholds [18]. Then the focus is to design a systematic mapping between these tactile cues and information [25, 24]. This methodology enabled the creation of auditory icons [5], vibratory icons [28, 6] or pin-array icons [25, 24]. There is no such tactile icons system for programmable friction in the literature. In order to achieve this goal, we need better knowledge about the parameters of tactile patterns. This is the focus on our user study.

**Programmable friction technology**

Two technologies are known to vary friction on a surface: electro-vibration [31, 2] and squeeze film effect [1, 17]. Even if their operation mode is quite different, the resulting effect is similar. It consists in varying friction on a surface, modifying fingers sliding conditions. Roughness consists in a material property, relative to the surface conditions. It influences friction, which is a physical interaction between two surfaces in contact, opposed to their relative motion [29]. Programmable friction devices allow to modulate friction on a surface. The range of frictions with both technologies is limited, but the frontier between zones with different friction appears to be easy to perceive, provided the difference is sufficient [27].

The Squeeze film effect consists in creating a thin air cushion between the finger and the surface, which reduces friction. In the case of STIMTAC [1] and LatPad [17], this squeeze film effect is produced by the controlled vibration of a surface at a very high frequency with piezoelectric ceramics. These frequencies are far beyond the sensible frequencies of the skin’s mechanoreceptors. Users do not feel the vibration, but its effect on the tribology. As a limitation, these devices can produce a disturbing buzz if the frequency is within the auditory range (up to 20kHz). The technology works with different materials such as glass or metals. However the surface has to be rigid to transmit vibrations correctly.

**EXPERIMENT**

Using programmable friction both aims at reproducing friction properties of objects, or encode information with an abstract mapping of friction parameters. The stimulation created with programmable friction devices have subtle differences compared to tangible surfaces. For example, when touching a rough surface with a finger, we can feel several small bumps under the fingertip at the same time.
Existing programmable devices produce a single stimulation at a time. Therefore the sensation described before is simulated when the finger is sliding on the surface. We would like to know if it influences the interpretation of tactile patterns. In this experiment we compare the perception of tactile patterns with a programmable friction device and with a physical object. It will help to draw design guidelines for researchers who would like to improve the technology, as well as researchers who would like to understand what people can perceive with such devices.

Methodology

In this experiment we use a STIMTAC programmable friction device, and 250g dull coated paper cards for the tangible surface. The stimulation on the paper is created with a transparent ink, which feels stickier than the paper. The stickiness depends on the number of printed layers, printed with a HP Indigo Digital Press® printer. We performed a pilot study with 3 users to define the number of layers required to match the stimulation with the STIMTAC. We opted for 30 layers, which makes a 0.05 mm thickness. Both STIMTAC and cards have the same size: 8 cm wide and 4 cm high.

We focused on two parameters of patterns, namely the SHAPE (5 values, Figure 2, rows) and DENSITY (7 values, Figure 2, columns). The combination of these two parameters makes 35 samples (the low density square is the same as the low density vertical line). The rationale for the shape selection was to explore patterns which feel different depending on the direction of the exploratory movement (vertical and horizontal lines) or shapes which feel the same on different orientations (squares and dots) or which should feel the same regardless of the orientation (circles). Regarding density, we started with the lowest density for which there is only one shape. Then each new density value doubles the pattern.

The experiment consisted in a cluster-sorting task [22]. The users were presented the 34 samples, either with 34 paper cards (Figure 3 top) or with a user interface (Figure 3 bottom). Users were allowed to explore each sample as much as they wanted, in multiple directions with the index finger of their dominant hand. In the paper condition, they wore translucent glasses, which let the participants see the location of paper cards and their hand but not the pattern printed on the cards (the ink is transparent but slightly shiny). This allowed participants to manipulate cards and make groups with spatial memory without having hints from visual cues. In both tasks they wore a noise-cancellation headset to avoid audio clues influence on their answers.

![Figure 2: All shapes: vertical lines, horizontal lines, squares, dots and circles; for all densities: 1 to 7. Vertical lines 1 and squares 1 is the same pattern.](image)

![Figure 3: Cluster-sorting task with paper cards (top) or with the stimtac (bottom)](image)
The experiment followed a between subject design to prevent influences of grouping strategies from one condition to the other. We recruited 12 participants (9 males) through mailing lists, between 24 and 54 years old for the paper condition, and 12 participants (9 males) between 19 and 42 years old for the STIMTAC condition. We followed a standard protocol [19]. They were instructed to group the samples, the number of groups varying in each of the three phases of the experiment. In the first phase the participants were free to choose a number of groups between 2 and 15. In the two other phases they were instructed to make 5, 10 or 15 groups in a random order, with exception to the closest number to the number of groups they made in the first phase. For example if a participant made 7 groups in the first phase, the second and third phases were with 10 and 15, 5 being closer to 7 than 10 and 15. We also asked participants to name the groups they made in order to get insights on their grouping strategies.

Results and discussion
We report in Figure 4 the number of times each pair of pattern was grouped together. Interestingly, circles are grouped differently for paper and STIMTAC. Circles of high densities are grouped with vertical lines when explored on the paper, and with squares when explored on the STIMTAC. This difference is probably due to a difference of perception. On the left and right sides of the pattern, circles are similar to vertical lines, and at the middle there is a small portion that feels like horizontal line. The fine details are harder to perceive with the STIMTAC than with the paper. The fact that participants felt high densities circles as squares means that they felt a combination of vertical and horizontal patterns across the surface, rather than at specific locations on the pattern.

MDS analysis.
Initially we performed a Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) analysis. We hypothesized that participants will either group patterns per shape or per density. For a shape strategy we expected to see five clusters, each one for one shape, and grouping all densities together, or the inverse. We were also wondering if the grouping strategy would be similar with the paper or with STIMTAC. The distance between each sample was calculated as follows. For each phase of every participant, the distance between two samples is 0 if the samples were in the same group, 1 otherwise. The overall distance is the sum of all distances in every phase of every participant.

We used the cmdscale function of the R software, which uses a principal coordinates analysis. The goodness of fit we obtain with a 2-dimensions mapping is low (GOF=0.40,0.43 for paper, GOF=0.28,0.28 for STIMTAC). An MDS analysis would require 6 dimensions to have a fair goodness of fit with paper (GOF=0.76,0.81) and 12
The results also exhibit a difference in strategies between IHM’16: Interaction tactile device. They mostly interpret patterns with both methods, both with the paper and the programmable friction device. Overall, participants were able to identify shapes and different densities, which suggests that differences occur at the limit of the input and output resolution of programmable friction devices. The whole device produces the same sensation across the device regardless the finger location. This means that the output refresh rate, input rate and input resolution contribute to the signal actually produced. Our results suggest that these limits have an impact on the interpretation of the patterns represented.

On a methodological point of view we see that except at the limits of the device capabilities, the interpretation of simple patterns with a programmable friction device or with a physical surface is similar. This means for example that paper cards can be used for prototyping such interactions for a best case scenario.

On a perception point of view, we remind that this result stands with a one finger exploration. This means we do not exploit the richness of large surfaces and the ability to feel different sensations at the same time on different fingers. We are not aware of any technology able to produce such effects. Many studies, especially with visually impaired users take advantage of this capability, with embossed paper for example. We also remind that programmable friction devices like the STIMTAC we used cannot produce edge sensations, because it requires to feel two different sensations under the finger. This limitation did not have a particular effect on our results. It could be an issue for a realistic simulation of physical textures. In our case we do not require a realistic sensation.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We proposed a definition for tactile textures, and initiated a series of studies towards a classification of tactile parameters for variable friction. We compared the perception of tactile textures on a tangible object (printed paper card) and with a programmable friction device (STIMTAC). Our results show that users essentially perceive textures in a similar way. Differences occur at the limits of the technology, such as when representing particular shapes with fine details (high density circles). Interestingly, the approach we proposed which consists in using printed paper cards to experiment the properties of tactile friction is valid. It allows the exploration of the concept independently of the current limitations of the technology. We recommend to use this approach for futures studies on the topic. Such results can guide the design of future programmable friction devices.

![Figure 5: Grouping strategies per group size on paper (left) and STIMTAC (right)](image)
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